


INTRODUCTION

"The Age o f  nations has passed now we must bui ld the earth."
Teilhard De Chardin

The ongoing conflicts associated with world areas of concern are not separate
and apart from the conflict happening within our own country, community and
our own lives. T h e  Academy for Conflict Resolution and Peace Studies gives
participants an opportunity to broaden local and national perspectives, and to
address the mutual inter-dependence of nations, states and people joined by the
common thread of humanity

This comprehensive two year training program is designed t o  create qualified
Conflict Resolution Specialists who wish to work in areas of local, regional,
national and international concern. These non-governmental specialists trained
in the "new diplomacy" will become connectors of individuals and countries
through the development of  peace making, p e a c e  keeping a n d  conflict
mediation skills.

The program format affirms that the world is an interdependent whole and that
the forces of unity and diversity are interconnected and both must be honored.
Emphasis will be upon the new diplomacy that thinks beyond past power
paradigms of divisions of nations-states and governments to acknowledge the
sovereignty of identity of all cultures, ethnicities, religious and spiritual ideals.
The profound and ancient wounds created by decades and centuries of neglect
need to be healed for all the world's peoples to live peacefully together in a new
form of relationship.

Course participants will explore how their own personal conflicts relate to the
conflicts in the world today and how both can be used constructively as a
dynamic force for constructive evolutionary change. The curriculum is designed
to bring the highest caliber of creative thinking and inspirational ideals into a
practical model for simultaneous personal growth and global transformation.

Course emphasis for  Conflict Resolution and Peace Studies

(1) Conflict: The Matrix of Creation (2) The Genesis of Human Conflict (3) New
Peace Paradigms for Personal and Societal Transformation (4) The Power of
































